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looking for the perfect movie to pair with your meal? these romantic comedies have a date night
built in. for those looking for holiday cheer, a warm-hearted comedy from 2009 might be just the
ticket. for date night, the romantic comedy of the year is caraval from 2010, in which a brazilian
pianist casts a spell on a manhattan woman. while many romantic comedies concentrate on two
people who fall for each other only to discover their flaws, the new crop of rom-coms from directors
like sofia coppola and matthew vaughn makes us wonder what we'd be like without our
imperfections. in fact, the most successful rom-coms (like knocked up or valentine's day) play as if
the problem with the couple isn't that they're imperfect, but rather that they're perfect. the new rom-
coms are infused with a fresh, angsty sensibility. while this sensibility was present in the early rom-
coms, it was also a much more rare thing. almost all rom-coms from the early '90s were the product
of huge studios and came from comedy minds like jerry zucker and richard curtis. these rom-coms
are filled with classic rom-com tropes, but the difference is that zucker and curtis are the ones
delivering them. from the leading lady of knocked up to an overbearing but lovable man in the
opening moments of the break-up, comedy rom-coms used to showcase only two typical problems:
hapless lovers and man-eating girlfriends. many of these problems from the past are solved by the
rom-coms of the 2000s. justin timberlake's character in party down bears an uncanny resemblance
to a character in what women want, while seth rogen's recent films are a lot funnier than those of his
contemporaries, like vince vaughn or paul rudd. in fact, rogen's new films the life of the party and
this is the end are very cynical about the relationship between movies and real life.
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with the man from u.n.c.l.e. the possibilities of the science fiction genre were established and not
touched upon ever again. the story is set in a 1960's world, in which agents of the united network

command for law and enforcement (u.) live their busy lives stopping the powers that be. the action is
pulled together by the storytelling, which always provides us with that breath-taking scene that
every user of the science fiction genre has been seeking since the early days. plan9 from outer
space - noun. plural: plan9s. a fictional society that arose from the american frontier and was

annexed by the united states in 1838. it is quite obvious that 1989 and the terminator are the future
of the science fiction movies. however, plan9 from outer space is much deeper in its research and

has a more realistic approach to the human mind than many other films. the film follows
anthropologist jane goodall as she recounts her life and research in the world's most famous

chimpanzees in kenya. she discusses her childhood memories of being trained by koko, a mother
chimpanzee who helps her understand how to communicate with other chimpanzees. the

documentary explores the trauma that chimpanzees such as koko go through when they're taken
from their mothers and made to spend their lives in captivity. fashion meets fashion in mad max:
fury road, the craziest, most stylish and subversive post-apocalyptic action flick ever made. the
entire concept of a character from a world of apocalyptic cars, where the only constant is war, is
bizarre and clever. max, who is completely unarmed, is ripped from his world and thrust into a

chaotic wasteland with high-end cars and bodies. an army of war boys and women with piercing,
spiked tattoos and headgear follow him. that scene is so neat; so funny. it's a perfect encapsulation
of the character's arrival in another world. it's one of mad max's standout scenes. which is quite a
feat, because it's almost nonstop violence. fury road is relentless. every scene, every explosion, is
filled with energy. and at the moment of introduction, max is split from his world and trapped in

another, hostile one. 5ec8ef588b
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